Developers at Pixel Film Studios Announces ProIntro Fundamental for Final Cut Pro X.

Pixel Film Studios, leading developer of visual effect tools for the post-production and broadcast markets, announces the availability of ProIntro Fundamentals enabling film editors to incorporate stylized introductory titles in Final Cut Pro X projects.

ALISO VIEJO, Calif. (PRWEB) November 21, 2018 -- ProIntro Fundamentals is a collection of 30 self-animating titles created exclusively for use in Final Cut Pro X. Each title is professionally designed with customizable text, backgrounds, and elements. Type in any text, change any element’s colors and even choose new animations using drop-down menus. Save time and money editing with ProIntro Fundamentals from Pixel Film Studios.

ProIntro Fundamentals includes 30 introductory titles created exclusively for Final Cut Pro X. This way users have plenty of variety when displaying titles. Each ProIntro Fundamentals preset is adaptable to any project and features customizable animations, colors, and more.

ProIntro Fundamentals designs can be used independently or used with media in the timeline. Easily place a title over any photo or video by dragging it on top of footage in the timeline. Then, just decrease the background opacity to blend it in.

ProIntro Fundamentals is perfect for opening or closing of a video. Just replace the text with the title of the video. Alternatively, users can use ProIntro Fundamentals to seamlessly divide a video into sections. Create chapters, lists, and more using this method.

Each ProIntro Fundamentals preset features a set of on-screen controls to help easily adjust the size, position and angle of selected design. Adjust the size of the outer ring to change the size of the preset. Move the handle in an arc to adjust rotation. Finally, click and drag the puck to move the focus group anywhere.

Established in 2006, Aliso Viejo, California-based Pixel Film Studios is an innovative developer of visual effects tools for the post-production and broadcast community. Their products are integrated with popular non-linear editing and compositing products from Apple FCPX. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac OS X, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.